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LiDAR-based localization has been widely used for the pose estimation of autonomous vehicles. Since the localization requires a
sustainable map reflecting environment changes, a map update framework based on crowd-sourcing measurements has been
researched. Unfortunately, a point cloud map occupies too large data size to transmit data in the uploading and downloading of
the map update framework. To realize the LiDAR map update framework by reducing the data size, we proposed a novel map
update framework using a Geodetic Normal Distribution (GND)map that compresses the point cloud to the normal distributions.
'e proposed GND map update framework comprises two parts: map change detection based on crowd-sourcing vehicles and
map updating based on a map cloud server. GND map changes are detected based on an evidence theory considering geometric
relationships between the GND map and crowd-sourcing measurements and uploaded to the map cloud server. Uploaded map
changes reproduce representative map changes based on a similarity-based clustering, which are updated into the GNDmap.'e
proposed framework was evaluated in simulations and real environments on construction sites. As a result, although partial map
changes occurred, the GND map was kept up-to-date through the proposed framework and the localization for autonomous
driving was performed successfully.

1. Introduction

Recently, map-matching localization has been globally
researched for localization of autonomous vehicles [1–3].
After a high-definition (HD) map has been constructed by a
mapping vehicle equipped with a mobile mapping system
(MMS), autonomous vehicles with affordable sensors can
estimate their poses (position and heading) by matching
their measurements with HD map information. One of the
widely used sensors for precise positioning based on map-
matching is an LiDAR sensor [4–6]. Localization can be
achieved by matching geometric shapes measured by the
LiDAR sensor with a LiDAR map which is constructed by
the mapping vehicle. Since the LiDAR sensor provides a

three-dimensional precise point cloud within 10 cm accu-
racy and the LiDAR map provides precise surrounding
information within 20 cm accuracy, a localization accuracy
within 30 cm can be achieved [7].

Although LiDAR sensors can offer very accurate local-
ization performance, they do encounter a critical problem.
'e problem is an adaptation to changes in real environ-
ments. High-accuracy LiDAR-based localization can be
achieved in environments with no changes in their geo-
metric shapes. However, it is easy for the geometric shapes in
the environments to be changed. For example, vegetation,
such as trees, plants, and grass, can be grown; semistatic
objects, such as parked vehicles, can be moved; and con-
struction sites can appear. Accordingly, for LiDAR-based
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localization, it is essential for environment changes to be
periodically updated into the existing HD map for mini-
mization of the differences between the environments and
the map.

However, change updates based on conventional map-
ping methods using a mapping vehicle with precise sensors
have several problems: (1) Mapping vehicles must be
redriven on all roads to acquire new data, which has a
substantial cost. (2) Latency necessarily occurs in map
updates because it takes lots of time for a few mapping
vehicles to acquire all necessary data. 'erefore, a novel
approach to update road environment changes is required.

To solve the problems for the adaptation to environment
changes, numerous companies (HERE [8], TomTom [9],
Mobileye [10], Bosch [11], and Daimler [12]) and academies
([13–15]) have researched a map update framework based on
crowd-sourced features (i.e., lanes and traffic control de-
vices), which are measured from camera sensors of intel-
ligent vehicles driven on roads. After crowd-sourced features
are uploaded into a map cloud server, the features are
merged into the representative changes, and the represen-
tative changes are updated into the existing HD map. As a
result, the updated HDmap information is downloaded and
used in intelligent vehicles. 'e sequential map update
framework has tried to overcome the inaccuracy of the
features measured by camera sensors through the merging of
crowd-sourced information. As a result, the framework
based on crowd-sourcing vehicles on roads can provide
some advantages such as reducing costs and rare latency for
map updates.

Unfortunately, while concepts of map update frame-
works based on visual features such as lanes and traffic
control devices have been open to the public, most
frameworks have not clearly provided performances and
results for the HDmap and vehicle pose estimation based on
the cameras yet. In addition, the camera-based map update
frameworks cannot be performed either in the alleys or in
the large intersections without lanes and traffic control
devices.

Different from the camera-based localization and map
update framework, the LiDAR-based localization and
map update framework has two advantages. 'e LiDAR-
based approach provides good positioning performances
and map accuracy due to the accuracy of the LiDAR
sensors. Next, the approach enables vehicle positioning
wherever regardless of the absence of visual features such
as lanes and traffic control devices. However, it is difficult
for the framework to be directly applied for an update of
the LiDAR map because map-relevant LiDAR data are too
large to be uploaded into the map cloud server and
downloaded to intelligent vehicles. While map-relevant
information based on camera sensors occupies 10 kB/km
[10], raw point cloud map data occupies over 500MB/km
on real roads [7]. Accordingly, a LiDAR map structure for
the map update framework based on crowd-sourced
measurements is required to occupy a low data size. In
addition, researches such as change detection and
merging of crowd-sourced measurements are required for
the map update framework to adopt the map structure.

To compress the map-relevant LiDAR data between the
crowd-sourcing vehicles and themap cloud server, a concept
of a Normal Distribution Transform (NDT) map is used in
the paper. Especially, a Geodetic Normal Distribution
(GND) map structure [16], which is extended from the NDT
map in our previous research, is adopted because it supports
a unified map structure for multiple vehicles. Based on the
worldwide management property of the GND map, the map
data are interpreted in the same manner in individual ve-
hicles regardless of the coordinate conversion errors. In
order to update the GND map periodically, the paper
proposes a cloud update framework of the GND map based
on crowd-sourcing detection of road environment changes.
'ere are two problems for the GNDmap update framework
to be considered for realization in the real roads. First, map
changes must be detected in crowd-sourcing vehicles. In
order to detect map changes, each change probability in each
cell of the GND map is estimated based on the evidence
theory and the ray-casting approach between the measured
points and the normal distributions. Second, it is essential to
merge and reproduce representative changes from crowd-
sourced map changes, and then the representative changes
are updated into the existing GND map. In order to merge
the crowd-sourced map changes, a similarity-based clus-
tering algorithm is applied.

'e objective of this paper is to keep the GND map up-
to-date for continuous localization of autonomous driving.
To achieve the objective, the contributions of the paper are
the following:

(i) 'e proposed framework reduces the map-relevant
data size by applying the GND map structure in the
overall map update process

(ii) 'e change detection algorithm based on the evi-
dence theory and the ray-casting approach between
the measured points and the normal distributions
detects the GNDmap changes from crowd-sourcing
vehicles

(iii) After the GND map changes detected by crowd-
sourcing vehicles are merged into representative
map changes based on the clustering algorithm
using a similarity of map changes, the representative
map changes update the existing GND map in the
map server

To explain the framework of the GND map update,
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains some
works related to map update system based on the LiDAR
sensor. Section 3 describes an overall framework to
update the existing GND map. In Section 4, crowd-
sourcing vehicles can detect changes from GND map
structure. Section 5 explains extraction of a representa-
tive change from the crowd-sourcing map changes in the
map cloud server. In Section 6, the performance of the
proposed framework is evaluated in simulation envi-
ronments. In Section 7, experiments are performed for
analyzing the performance of the proposed framework in
real environments. Finally, the paper is concluded with
Section 8.
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2. Related Works

In an autonomous driving field, there are mainly three
LiDAR map structures: point cloud (PCD) map [17–20],
grid map [21–24], and geometric map [25–28]. Since the
PCDmap is constructed easily by accumulating point clouds
acquired by LiDAR sensors based on the vehicle moving
trajectory, it is widely applied as a fundamental map type for
LiDAR. 'e grid map is also widely used as the map
structure for LiDAR. In particular, since the occupancy grid
map consists of lots of grids with occupancy probabilities
distinguishing based on the probability theory and the Li-
DAR ray-casting, the map type can remove the moving
objects in the mapping process easily. Finally, the geometric
map structure, such as the NDTmap [25, 26] and Gaussian
mixture map [27, 28], can be used for the LiDAR map. To
reduce the map size, after points in the PCD map are split
into lots of voxels similar to the grid map, the points are
converted to the normal distribution or the Gaussian
mixture distribution.

Map update approaches can be generally determined
based on the properties of the map structure. As shown in
Table 1, the approaches to updating map changes can be split
into two categories: standalone-based and crowd-sourcing-
based. In researches on standalone-based map update, there
are two main parts: map change detection/update and in-
stant map update. 'e PCD map structure can be generally
updated after changes have been detected because the PCD
map structure has definite point information around en-
vironments. 'e first approach to map change detection for
the PCD map involves determining the minimum distances
between sensor points and map points [29, 30]. 'e other
approach determines changes by checking whether map
points are traversed by sensor points [31–34]. Among them,
Xiao et al. applied the Dempster–Shafer theory to integrate
multiple inferences from multiple rays to estimate the
change states of map points precisely [33, 34].

An occupancy grid map can be updated based on the
instant map update strategy because the map structure
models the occupied probabilities in spaces that do not
contain definite information. In addition, the occupancy
grid map structure supports a basic function to instantly
update the occupied and free probabilities of cells based on
the ray-casting of LiDAR measurements. In this way, the
occupancy grid map can be easily updated in a map-
changing environment [35]. Particularly noteworthy is the
frequency map enhancement platform proposed by Krajnı́k
et al., which provides and updates the occupancy grid map
frequently [36, 37]. However, the occupancy grid map
cannot distinguish the unknown grids (no measurement
region) and conflict grids (different measurements in the
same region) explicitly. In order to solve the problem,
Trehard et al. applied the evidence theory to the occupancy
grid map [38, 39].

A NDT map has been researched for both the change
detection/update strategy and instant map update strategy.
Katsura et al. detected changes in the NDT map by com-
paring the normal distributions in the NDT map with the
normal distributions constructed by measurements [40]. To

determine the differences of distributions from two sources,
they compared geometric shapes consisting of sheets, planes,
and lines determined by eigendecomposition. However, this
approach cannot distinguish deleted cells and unmeasured
cells because the changes cannot distinguish free space based
on ray-casting. On the other hand, an NDTmap integrated
with an occupancy grid map can be updated using the in-
stant map update strategy [41–43]. 'is approach instantly
updates the occupied probability in the cells of the NDTmap
based on ray-casting. Simultaneously, the normal distri-
bution in the cell is updated based on the recursive co-
variance sample update. However, in this approach, the cell
information is not definite within the transient state, which
is different from the deterministic state in a real environ-
ment, where one state must be allocated. In addition, be-
cause all measurements are required to update the map, they
may occupy too large size.

On the other hand, a crowd-sourced map update system
for LiDAR has been widely researched. 'e approach used
crowd-sourced sensor information transmitted to a cloud
server. To update the PCD map structure, Kim et al. applied
both probabilistic and evidential theories to the map update
based on the ray-casting approach [44]. In addition, Xue
et al. used the infrastructure units for point cloud map
update [45]. However, the PCD map structure still occupies
a too large size to upload and download the map data. For
the probabilistic occupancy grid map structure, there are
several ways to update the map based on crowd-sourced data
[46–48]. However, the occupancy grid map cannot explicitly
deal with unknown states that are not measured from the
sensors. To overcome this problem, Jo et al. proposed
updating a worldwide 3D environment based on an evi-
dential occupancy grid map using multiple vehicles [49].
However, to the best of our knowledge, no crowd-sourced
data-based map update systems currently exist for other
geometric map structures.

3. Framework of GND Map Update Based on
Crowd-Sourcing Detection

Figure 1 illustrates an overall framework of the GND map
update system based on crowd-sourced data in changing
environments. 'e system has two physical parts: a col-
lection of intelligent vehicles and a map cloud server. In-
telligent vehicles detect differences between a GNDmap and
point clouds measured by in-vehicle LiDAR sensors, which
are denoted as map changes. 'e map changes detected by
multiple vehicles are uploaded to the map cloud server. 'e

Table 1: Categorization for researches of LiDAR map update.

Agent Map type Methodology Research

Standalone

PCD Change detection/update [29–34]
Grid Instant map update [35–37]

NDT Change detection/update [40]
Instant map update [41–43]

Crowd-
sourcing

PCD Change detection/update [44, 45]
Grid Map merging [46–49]
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server merges the crowd-sourced map changes into repre-
sentative map changes, which update the existing GNDmap,
denoted as the base GND map. 'e process of the crowd-
sourced map update framework has five steps, which are
conducted as follows:

(i) Download. 'e GND map, which stores the geo-
metric shape information about road environments
as multiple normal distribution models, is used as
the LiDAR map for the localization of intelligent
vehicles. Because the vehicle approximately knows
its location from its GNSS, the GND map infor-
mation around the location of the ego-vehicle can
be downloaded to the vehicle in advance before the
vehicle enters into the region through vehicle
wireless networks. By the characteristics of the GND
map structure compressing the map data, the
burden on the wireless network is reduced over the
PCD map widely used.

(ii) Robust Localization. 'e pose of the vehicle is es-
sential for detecting the map changes between the
GND map and the measured point cloud. 'e ve-
hicle’s pose can be estimated based on map-
matching localization using the geometric matching
relationship between measurements and the base
GND map. However, changes in the environments
may cause poor performance of geometric matching
for localization. To reduce the degradation of lo-
calization, this paper applies an off-line hierarchical
approach based on a submap concept into the GND
map-matching process [44]. Because the map up-
date framework does not require the vehicle pose in
real-time but the precise vehicle pose, the off-line
approach is used for the elaborate vehicle
localization.

(iii) Change Detection. Based on the pose estimated from
robust localization, point clouds measured by in-

vehicle LiDARs are used to detect changes within
the downloaded GNDmap. To detect these changes,
this paper considers the geometric relationship
between LiDAR beam characteristics and normal
distributions in the GND map. To estimate the
normal distribution changes precisely, an evidence
theory is employed. 'e process of map change
detection is explained in Section.

(iv) Upload. 'e map changes detected by multiple
intelligent vehicles are uploaded to the map cloud
server by vehicle wireless networks. To reduce
network costs by minimization of the transmitted
data, only changed parts are uploaded. In addition,
because the changed parts are formatted by the
GND map structure, the data size can be reduced
more than the PCD map changes [44].

(v) Update. 'e map changes uploaded by multiple
intelligent vehicles merge representative map
changes, which update the base GND map in the
map cloud server. Because the map changes de-
tected by the vehicles may have some errors due to
their low-cost sensors and inaccurate positioning
(tens of centimeter level), rules for merging the
crowd-sourced data are required. 'is paper pro-
poses similarity check methods and merging rules
between crowd-sourced data based on linear alge-
bra; this is explained in Section.

To implement the proposed GND map update system
based on crowd-sourced data, the initial GND map must be
constructed by a mapping vehicle equipped with an MMS in
advance. 'e inaccurate crowd-sourcing data measured by
affordable sensors cannot be used for the precise mapping
but for the map update framework. In addition, dynamic
points reflected against dynamic objects (including moving
pedestrians, bikes, and vehicles) are classified. In order to
classify the moving states of the points, a LiDAR point

Cloud server

UploadingGND map

+

Updating

Robust localization Change detection

Downloading

Measurement

Crowd-sourcing vehicles

Normal
New
Modified
Deleted

Figure 1: Overall framework of map update system based on crowd-sourced data.
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motion segmentation algorithm based on a combination of
probabilistic and evidential approaches is used [50]. In
addition, it is assumed that real-time updates to the GND
map are not necessary; the map update is performed peri-
odically (e.g., daily). It is also assumed that Partial map
changes in the interval between periodic map updates can be
supported by robust localization. Based on preliminaries and
assumptions, the paper mainly focuses on steps of Change
detection and Update processes in section and, respectively.

4. GND Map Change Detection in
Individual Vehicles

'e major objective of this paper is to keep the base GND
map up-to-date based on crowd-sourced data from multiple
intelligent vehicles. 'e map change update algorithm has
two parts: map change detection in individual vehicles and
map change updating based on crowd-sourced data in the
cloud. First of all, differences between the base GND map
and the real environment, which are defined as map changes,
are detected from the intelligent vehicles to keep the base
GND map up-to-date. In this section, the change detection
algorithm for the GNDmap structure based on ray-casting is
presented.

4.1. Voxel-to-Voxel (V2V) Comparison-Based Map Change
Detection. As shown in Figure 2(a), a GND map structure,
m, is composed of multiple GND tiles mq|1≤ q≤Q  split by
the same angle in geodetic coordinates, where Q represents
the maximum tile id. As shown in Figure 2(b), the tile mq is
the union of GND voxels vq,i|1≤ i≤ I , where I is the
maximum voxel index within the tile mq. 'e GND voxel vq,i

includes the number of points nq,i, and the normal distri-
bution N(p|μq,i,Σq,i) with mean μq,i and covariance Σq,i.
Because each GND voxel vq,i is split by each spatial
boundary, the probability of a point pq,i being located in the
voxel vq,i is only related to N(p|μq,i,Σq,i). Accordingly, all
voxels in the GND map are independent of each other. Due
to the independency of each voxel, the change of the GND
map can be determined within each voxel. Accordingly, in
this section, the GND voxel vq,i is simply denoted as vmap
with nmap, μmap, and Σmap.

As shown in Figure 3, the map change class cmap⟶real
can be defined by five classes: normal, empty, new, modified,
and deleted by comparison between GND map voxel vmap
and real environment voxel vreal. 'e blue normal class
indicates that normal distributions of the voxels in the GND
map and real environment are the same. 'e gray empty
class indicates that the voxel does not have any confident
normal distributions in both the map and real environment.
'e normal and empty classes are not map changes between
the GNDmap and real environment. On the other hand, the
red-colored new class indicates that the voxel has a new
normal distribution that is not in the map. 'e orange-
colored modified class indicates that the voxel has a normal
distribution with a different shape to that of the normal
distribution in the GND map. 'e green deleted class in-
dicates that the normal distribution in the GND map is

deleted in the real environment. 'e new, modified, and
deleted classes can be determined as map changes from the
GND map.

'e voxel-to-voxel (V2V) comparison-based map
change detection may detect the map change classes cmap⟶i

by comparing voxels of the GNDmap with voxels of the real
environment constructed by point clouds of an intelligent
vehicle i [40]. Unfortunately, in contrast to the definition of
the map change class, the algorithm encounters some
problems in the real road environment because it does not
consider the measurement limitations. In a moving and
changing environment with moving and parked vehicles,
point clouds measured by an intelligent vehicle can be
occluded by other objects, as shown in Figure 4(c). 'e
occlusion of measurements in Figure 4 can cause two
problems: (1) incomplete normal distributions and (2)
ambiguity in unknown regions. First, even with no changes
in the real environment, the occluded measurements can
construct incomplete normal distributions, as shown in (1)
of Figure 4.'e incomplete normal distributions distinguish
voxels as being modified incorrectly. In addition, unknown
voxels (not measured by LiDAR in (2) of Figure 4) and
deleted voxels (passed by the rays in (3) of Figure 4) cannot
be distinguished from each other in the algorithm because
both types of voxels have no points measured by LiDAR.
'is problem causes the deleted class to be assigned in-
correctly, as shown in Figure 4(b).

4.2. Map Change Detection Algorithm Based on Ray-Casting.
To solve two problems with V2V comparison-based map
change detection, a novel change detection algorithm based
on ray-casting is proposed in this paper. Different from the
previous map change algorithm comparing with the con-
structed map, the new change detection algorithm estimates
the map change state smap⟶i,j using vehicle i’s individual
point pj.

'e change state smap⟶i,j can be inferred by a geometric
relationship between the voxel in the GNDmap vmap and the
individual point pj measured by vehicle i. When the point is
measured in the voxel by being blocked by a normal dis-
tribution, the normal distribution may be estimated as
sustained, as shown in voxels (1) of Figure 5. Next, when the
ray is traversed inside the normal distribution in the voxel,
the geometric relationship can provide an inference for the
voxel to be changed, as shown in voxels (2) of Figure 5. In
addition, as the point is measured in the empty voxel, the
voxel can be estimated as changed, as shown in voxels (3) of
Figure 5. Accordingly, the geometric relationship between
the voxel and the point can provide inference to determine
whether the state is changed or sustained.

As shown in Figure 6, there are six cases for the geo-
metric relationship between a point and a voxel, which are
distinguished based on three criteria: whether there is a
normal distribution or not in the voxel, whether a point is
blocked or passed in the voxel, and whether the ray or point
intersects the normal distribution or not. 'e first criterion
can be checked by finding the normal distribution in the
voxel.'e second criterion, which is about whether the point
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is blocked or passed in the voxel, is straightforwardly de-
termined by localizing the point in the voxel and ray-casting
towards that point. In the blocked case, the point pj is stored

in the temporary point storage P with the same size as the
map. �e �nal criterion related to the intersection between a
point and a normal distribution is explained as follows.

(a) (b) (c)

GND map, Mmap Map changes, Cmap→real Real environment, Mreal

New Empty Modified Empty

Empty Normal Normal Empty

Empty Normal Normal Normal

New Deleted Normal Normal

Figure 3: De�nition of �ve map change classes including normal, empty, new, deleted, and modi�ed.

GND map, Mmap Map changes, Cmap→i Constructed map, M′i

(a) (b) (c)Sensor

(1) (2)

(3)

(1) (2)

(3)

Normal Modified Deleted Empty

Empty New Modified Normal

Empty New Deleted Normal

Empty Empty Empty Empty

Building
Building

Vehicle

Vehicle

Figure 4: V2V comparison-based map change detection compared with map constructed by intelligent vehicles.

497353963154

497353963152

497353963155

497353963153

(b)

Number of points: nq,i

Distribution: N(pq,i|μq,i,∑q,i)

604603 575

-574-575 -603-604

-543-544 -572-573

573572 544543

574

(a) (b)

Figure 2: GND map structure in (a) geodetic tiles and (b) Cartesian voxels at the sea-level �oor (1209 voxels).
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4.2.1. Intersection between Point and Normal Distribution.
To evaluate the intersection between a point and a normal
distribution, we can check whether the measured point pj

is located inside or outside the normal distribution
N(p|μmap,Σmap). Unfortunately, the normal distribution
does not have a boundary because it is a three-dimen-
sional probability density function, as shown in Figure 7.
To determine whether the point pj is located inside
or outside the normal distribution, a confidence
interval is employed. 'e confidence interval ηbound to
determine the boundary is the physically expected
probability that a sample in the voxel is located within the
normal distribution. When the confidence interval ηp

computed by the point pj is smaller than ηbound, the point
pj is located within the boundary of the normal distri-
bution determined by the confidence interval ηp, as de-
scribed by

ηbound ≥ ηp: point is located inside distribution,

ηbound < ηp: point is located outside distribution.

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

To compute the confidence interval ηp at the point pj,
the cumulative distribution function of the normal distri-
bution is defined as the probability that a sample lies inside
the ellipsoid determined by its Mahalanobis distance r from
the normal distribution in (2). Accordingly, the problem of
finding the confidence interval ηp is converted to the
problem of finding the cumulative function of r2. Because
the square of the Mahalanobis distance r2 is represented as
the sum of the squares of three independent normally
distributed Gaussian variables, the cumulative function of r2

can be converted to a chi-square cumulative distribution
function, as shown in (3).

r
2

� pj − μmap 
T



−1

map
pj − μmap . (2)

ηp � 
r2

0

t
(k− 2)/2

· e
− t/2

2k/2
· Γ(k/2)

dt, (3)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function, and k is set to 3 in
accordance with the three-dimensional normal distribution.
'e confidence interval ηp is determined by the chi-square
cumulative distribution function, as described by equation
(3). As a result, it is determined whether the point pj is
located inside or outside the normal distribution.

4.2.2. Intersection between Ray and Normal Distribution.
To check whether the ray by the measured point pj is
traversed into the normal distribution N(p|μmap,Σmap), a
maximum likelihood point pML is used. As shown in
Figure 8, the maximum likelihood point pML indicates a
point with the maximum likelihood on the ray against the
normal distribution N(p|μmap,Σmap). 'e maximum like-
lihood point pML can be calculated analytically [41]. When
the confidence interval ηML computed by the maximum
likelihood point is smaller than the boundary confidence
interval ηbound, the ray is confirmed to have passed into the
normal distribution, as shown in

ηbound ≥ ηML: ray is passing the distribution,

ηbound < ηML: ray is not passing the distribution.
 (4)

4.3. EvidenceModeling forGeometricRelationship. As shown
in Figure 6, the six cases from the geometric relationship
between the measured point pj and the voxel vmap can
provide inference to determine whether the change state
smap⟶i,j of the voxel vmap is changed (C) or sustained (S).
However, if the voxel vmap is not measured by any points and
passed by any rays, the map change state of the voxel cannot
be estimated. To handle the unknown state issue explicitly,
evidence theory is applied. In evidence theory, the two states
form a frame of discernmentΩ � S, C. Additional statesΩ,ϕ
can be managed explicitly by extending the frame of dis-
cernment Ω to the power set 2Ω � S, C,Ω, ϕ, which is the set
of all subsets ofΩ � S, C. 'e stateΩmeans that the voxel is
sustained (S) or changed (C). However, because the state

: GND map
: Unknown

: Changed
: Sustained

Sensor

Point

PointPoint

Point

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(3)

(3)

Figure 5: Map change inference by ray-casting.

Sensor

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Figure 6: Geometric relationship between a measured point and a
voxel.

Confidence interval: ηblock

Confidence
interval: ηpoint/2

Normal distribution

xpoint μc x

pr
ob
ab
ili
ty

xlowblock xhighblock
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cannot be sustained (S) and changed (C) simultaneously, the
state Ω represents an unknown state. 'e state ϕ represents
that the voxel is not both sustained (S) and changed (C).
However, because this scenario is physically impossible, the
state ϕ represents a conflict situation. To quantify the evi-
dence of each element of the power set, a mass function,
denoted by m, is applied. Given a point pj measured by
intelligent vehicle i, the mass functions of mmap⟶i,j(S) and
mmap⟶i,j(C) represent the beliefs of the voxel being sus-
tained (S) and changed (C), respectively. 'e mass function
mmap⟶i,j(Ω) is the union of the beliefs of sustained and
changed, and the mass function mmap⟶i,j(ϕ) represents the
belief that the voxel is conflicted by different measurements.
'e sum of all masses in the power set must be one based on
its definition in evidence theory. 'e mass function
mmap⟶i,j(state), including mmap⟶i,j(S), mmap⟶i,j(C),
mmap⟶i,j(Ω), and mmap⟶i,j(ϕ), can be modeled by the
geometric relationship between the voxel vmap and point pj

measured by intelligent vehicle i.

4.3.1. Case 1: Blocking inside Normal Distribution (BI).
In the BI case, the measured point in the voxel vmap is
blocked inside a normal distribution. When the point is
judged to be located inside the normal distribution by (1),
the map change class can be either normal or modified, as
shown in Figure 9. 'e measurement can provide a hy-
pothesis for the map change state to be converted as sus-
tained (S) or changed (C) for the map change model. 'e
mass mBI

map⟶i,j(state) in the BI case can be modeled by

m
BI
map⟶i,j(ϕ) � 0,

m
BI
map⟶i,j(S) � λs,block,

m
BI
map⟶i,j(C) � λc,block,

m
BI
map⟶i,j(Ω) � 1 − 

A ∉ Ω
m

BI
map⟶i,j(A),

(5)

where the parameters λs,block and λc,block are configuration
parameters. λs,block represents the probability that the map
change state is sustained, and λc,block represents the

probability that the voxel is changed by the blocked point
information. Practically, λs,block is higher than λc,block.

4.3.2. Case 2: Blocking outside Normal Distribution (BO).
In the BO case, the point is blocked outside a distribution. If
the point is judged not to be located inside the distribution
by (1), the situation is determined as the BO case. When the
point is located outside the distribution, there is only the case
that the map change class is modified, as shown in Figure 9.
Accordingly, the measurement can provide a hypothesis on
the map change state to be changed. 'e mass
mBO

map⟶i,j(state) can be modeled by

m
BO
map⟶i,j(ϕ) � 0,

m
BO
map⟶i,j(S) � 0,

m
BO
map⟶i,j(C) � λc,block,

m
BO
map⟶i,j(Ω) � 1 − 

A ∉ Ω
m

BO
map⟶i,j(A),

(6)

where the parameter λc,block is equal to the equivalent pa-
rameter in the BI case.

4.3.3. Case 3: Passing inside Normal Distribution (PI). In the
PI case, the point is not located in the voxel and the ray is
passing the distribution, as shown in Figure 9. 'e voxels
passed by the ray are detected by the modified ray-casting
algorithm [51]. Because Bresenham’s algorithm [51] assumes
that the width, length, and height of all voxels are same, the
algorithm is modified for variant voxel sizes in the GND
map. In detected voxels passed by the ray, the passing of the
distribution can be confirmed by (4). If the ray is judged to
intersect the distribution, the voxel is treated as the PI case.
In the PI case, there are two cases, where the map change
class can be modified or deleted, as shown in Figure 9.
Because both cases cause the map change state to be changed,
the measurement can provide a hypothesis for the voxel to
be changed. 'erefore, the mass mPI

map⟶i,j(state) in the PI
case can be derived by

m
PI
map⟶i,j(ϕ) � 0,

m
PI
map⟶i,j(S) � 0,

m
PI
map⟶i,j(C) � λc,pass,

m
PI
map⟶i,j(Ω) � 1 − 

A ∉ Ω
m

PI
map⟶i,j(A),

(7)

where parameter λc,pass represents a probability for a passed
voxel to be changed.

4.3.4. Case 4: Passing outside Normal Distribution (PO).
In the PO case, the point is not located in the voxel and the
ray is not passing the distribution, as represented by Fig-
ure 9. 'is case can be determined by (4). 'is case causes
three candidates: normal, modified, and deleted. 'e three
cases are the same as all possible changes in a voxel with a
normal distribution. 'is means that the PO case cannot

N (p | μmap, ∑map)

μmap

pML

xs

p

Figure 8: Maximum likelihood point in normal distribution.
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provide any inference to detect map changes based on the
measurement. Accordingly, the mass mPO

map⟶i,j(state) in the
PO case is modeled by

m
PO
map⟶i,j(ϕ) � 0,

m
PO
map⟶i,j(S) � 0,

m
PO
map⟶i,j(C) � 0,

m
PO
map⟶i,j(Ω) � 1.

(8)

4.3.5. Case 5: Blocking in Empty Voxel (BE). 'e point is
measured in the empty voxel in the BE case, as shown in
Figure 9. In this case, only the new class is inferred. Ac-
cordingly, the mass mBE

map⟶i,j(state) of the BE case is de-
scribed by

m
BE
map⟶i,j(ϕ) � 0,

m
BE
map⟶i,j(S) � 0,

m
BE
map⟶i,j(C) � λc,block,

m
BE
map⟶i,j(Ω) � 1 − 

A ∉ Ω
m

BE
map⟶i,j(A),

(9)

where the parameter λc,block represents the probability for the
voxel to be changed. 'e parameter is the same as the pa-
rameter in the BI case because it is modeled such that the
effect of the blocked point provides the same inference for
the map change.

4.3.6. Case 6: Passing through Empty Voxel (PE). When the
ray is passing the empty voxel, the voxel is placed in the PE
case. As shown in Figure 9, the candidates of the map change
class are composed of the empty or new classes. Because the

map change class of the voxel without a normal distribution
must be either empty or new, the measurement does not
provide any inference for the voxel. As a result, the mass
mPE

map⟶i,j(state) of the PE case can be represented by

m
PE
map⟶i,j(ϕ) � 0,

m
PE
map⟶i,j(S) � 0,

m
PE
map⟶i,j(C) � 0,

m
PE
map⟶i,j(Ω) � 1.

(10)

4.4. Map Change Detection Based on Integrating Masses of
Map Changes. 'e six cases for the geometric relationship
provide the mass mmap⟶i,j(state) for map change states as
shown in Figure 5. Because the voxel vmap is measured it-
eratively by points pj|1≤ j≤Nj  from intelligent vehicle i,
the voxel vmap has multiple masses mmap⟶i,j(state) to
provide inference for the map change. To detect the map
change precisely, the measured masses mmap⟶i,j(state) are
integrated into one mass. To integrate the masses, Demp-
ster–Shafer’s combination rule is applied, as described by

m1∩2(A) � 
B∩C�A|B,C⊆Ω

m1(B) · m2(C),

m1⊕2(A) �
m1∩2(A)

1 − m1∩2(ϕ)
, ∀A⊆Ω, A≠ ϕ,

m1⊕2(ϕ) � 0.

(11)

To merge the masses to the change state in each voxel,
the masses in each voxel must be initialized. All voxels are
initialized as unknown states as (12) because voxels do not
have any inferences at first.
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Figure 9: Evidence modeling based on six cases for geometric relationship.
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mmap(ϕ) � 0,

mmap(S) � 0,

mmap(C) � 0,

mmap(Ω) � 1.

(12)

'e result of all mass integration measured by in-
telligent vehicle i is denoted by mmap⟶i(state), which
includes mmap⟶i(S), mmap⟶i(C), mmap⟶i(Ω), and
mmap⟶i(ϕ). 'e mass mmap⟶i(ϕ) must be 0 by (11).
Finally, the maximum value within three masses
mmap⟶i(state) determines the ray-casting-based map
change state smap⟶i composed of sustained, changed, and
unknown.

Figure 10 shows the examples of six map change
classes (unmeasured, empty, normal, new, modified, and
deleted), which can appear in the situation for the map
change detection. 'e unmeasured class is added into the
basic five map change classes to consider the unmeasured
situation due to limited LiDAR ranges. 'e unmeasured
class is classified as the unknown state by the initial masses
(12) because any rays do not reach the voxel. For the empty
class, there is no normal distribution and no points are
blocked in the voxel. It means that all measurements are
allocated to the PE case. Accordingly, after the merging
(11), the merged mass can be propagated to the unknown
state. 'e two map change classes are not distinguished as
map changes because the change states of the two cases are
unknown state. On the other hand, for the normal class,
the measurements from the LiDAR points are mostly the
BI cases. Although there may be some mis-measurements
such as the PE and BO cases, the merged mass can be
propagated to the sustained state by evidence merging
(10). 'erefore, the normal class is not also distinguished
as map changes. Different from the unmeasured, empty,
and normal classes, the remained three classes (new,
modified, and deleted) must be detected as map changes.
For the new class, most of points are blocked at the voxel
(BE case); therefore, the voxel can be classified as the
changed state. 'e voxel with the modified case has three
BO cases, one BI case, and two PI cases as measurements.
'e result of merging of six measurements propagates the
voxel to the changed state. 'e deleted case can be esti-
mated as the changed state based on four PI cases and two
PE cases.

As shown in Figure 11, the proposed ray-casting-based
algorithm can solve two problems caused by the V2V
comparison-based change detection algorithm in Figure 4.
Voxel (1) is estimated as the sustained state updated by the
measurements in the BI case, which means that the voxel is
classified as the normal class different to voxel (1) of Figure 4.
On the other hand, voxels (2) and (3) can be distinguished
based on the ray-casting approach. Voxel (2) is classified as
the unmeasured class because no measurement is reached in
the voxel. Voxel (3) is estimated as changed state due to the
measurement update in the PI case. Since there are no
blocked points in the voxel, the voxel can be classified as the
deleted class.

4.5. Uploading of Map Changes. When the voxel vmap is
estimated as the changed state (new, modified, or deleted
classes), the voxel vmap is uploaded to themap cloud server as
map change information. 'e map change voxels are cat-
egorized into two groups: a new normal distribution group
and no normal distribution group. If the voxel is classified as
changed state by the blocking points as shown in new and
modified cases of Figure 10, a new normal distribution is
constructed and uploaded to the map cloud server with the
voxel index information. On the other hand, if the voxel does
not have any blocked points, the only voxel index is
uploaded to the map server as the no normal distribution
part. 'e regions to be uploaded are determined by the
position of the ego-vehicle. When the vehicle has escaped
from the boundary of a geodetic tile of the GND map, the
map changes are serialized and stored in a file based on
Google Protocol Buffers. 'e file with the map changes can
be uploaded to the map cloud server through network
protocols such as the http, FTP, WebDAV, and SAMBA.

5. GND Map Update Based on Crowd-Sourced
Changes in Cloud Server

5.1. Clustering Based on Crowd-Sourced Data. When the
differences between the environments and the GND map,
the Ni intelligent vehicles can detect and upload the map
change voxels vi|1≤ i≤Ni  for the voxel vmap. 'e map
change voxel vi detected by i-th vehicle consists of the ex-
istence of the normal distribution εi, the number of points ni,
mean μi, and covariance Σi. If the map change voxel includes
a normal distribution as a new normal distribution group, ni,
μi, and Σi are defined. Otherwise, the parameters are not
defined. However, because the map change voxels have been
detected by low-cost sensors, they are not always precise, and
inaccurate information can be uploaded. 'erefore, it is
essential to avoid inaccurate voxels from crowd-sourced
voxels and to merge crowd-sourced voxels into an accurate
voxel to update the base map. To process two functions
simultaneously, density-based spatial clustering of applica-
tions with noise (DBSCAN) is applied [52]. 'e DBSCAN
algorithm generates clusters based on the distance between
two points. Unfortunately, because the targets of the algo-
rithm in the map change merging process are not points but
crowd-sourced map change voxels (new, modified, and
deleted classes), the distance-based DBSCAN algorithm
cannot be directly applied. To solve this problem, the
similarity between two voxels is applied instead of the
distance between two points.

'e similarity di,j between two voxels vi and vj is
composed of three parts: existence similarity dε

i,j, L2 dis-
tance-based similarity dL2

i,j , and geometric similarity d
g

i,j. 'e
existence similarity dε

i,j evaluates the existences between two
voxels. 'e L2 distance-based similarity dL2

i,i+1 and geometric
similarity d

g
i,i+1 evaluate the similarities between two dis-

tributions of two voxels. If at least one of the two distri-
butions does not exist, the L2 distance-based similarity dL2

i,i+1
and geometric similarity d

g
i,i+1 are not calculated. Since the

three similarities take values from 0 to 1, the total similarity
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is represented as the product of three similarities to apply the
DBSCAN algorithm in

di,j � d
ε
i,j × d

L2
i,j × d

g
i,j. (13)

�e voxel without a normal distribution has an existence
εi of false. To re�ect the voxel without a normal distribution,

the existence similarity is considered. �e existence simi-
larity compress the two existences εi and εj between two
uploaded voxels vi and vj according to

dεi,j �
1, if εi � εj � true,

0, otherwise.
{ (14)
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Figure 11: Map change detection based on ray-casting approach.
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'e L2 distance-based similarity is calculated only in
case that the two uploaded voxels have two distributions.
'e L2 distance-based similarity, used as a constraint for
optimization of an distribution-to-distribution matching
[25], is represented by the likelihood of the Mahalanobis
distance between two distributions in

d
L2
i,j � exp

− μj − μi 
T
Σj + Σi 

− 1
μj − μi 

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (15)

'e similarity dL2
i,j takes a value from 0 to 1, with the value

1 representing the best similar relationship between two
distributions.

Although the L2 distance-based similarity dL2
i,j can

provide a straightforward distance between two distribu-
tions, it encounters a problem. Although the two means μi

and μj are located near each other and two shapes are very
different from each other, the L2 distance-based similarity
dL2

i,j is approximately 1 because the difference μj − μi ≈ 0
makes the similarity to be 1. To solve this problem, geometric
similarity, which is based on geometric shape evaluation, is
applied [53]. Based on linear algebra, the geometric simi-
larity can classify a distribution as one of three types: sphere,
plane, and line. By the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, and λ3
(λ1 < λ2 < λ3) of normal distribution N(μi,Σi) derived by
eigendecomposition of the covariance Σi, the type ti can be
determined by

ti �

SPHERE, λ3 ≈ λ2 ≈ λ1≫ 0,

PLANE, λ3 ≈ λ2≫ λ1 ≈ 0,

LINE, λ3≫ λ2 ≈ λ1 ≈ 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(16)

When the ratio of λ2 to λ1 is larger than 10, λ2≫ λ1 is
achieved. If two distributions have different types, the
geometric similarity must be 0. Even if distributions have the
same type, the geometric shapes are compared. 'e normal
vector ni at the PLANE type and the direction vector di at the
LINE type are used as feature vectors to compare geometric
shapes. When the shapes of two distributions are different,
the dot product of feature vectors of two distributions is
lower. Using this concept, the geometric similarity can be
derived through

d
g
i,j �

0, ti ≠ tj,

ni · nj, ti � tj � PLANE,

di · dj, ti � tj � LINE.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

5.2. Merging of Crowd-Sourced Map Information. 'e
DBSCAN algorithm based on the similarity in (13) derives
multiple clusters cj|1≤ j≤Nj  from multiple map change
voxels vi|1≤ i≤Ni , as shown in Figure 12. Each cluster cj is
a union of multiple map change voxels. 'ere are two types
of clusters: empty type and distribution type. An empty type
cluster example is c1 in Figure 12, which means that all map
change voxels in the cluster are empty voxels, i.e., εi � false.
'ere can be only one cluster grouped as the empty type in a
voxel because the empty voxel always has similarity 1 with

other empty voxels. Accordingly, the representative cluster
with the empty type is always set to an empty voxel. On the
other hand, the distribution type clusters represented by
clusters c2 and c3 in Figure 12 mean that clusters are grouped
by the map change voxels with the distributions. 'e rep-
resentatives of the clusters with distribution type can be
derived by the recursive update of sample mean and co-
variance [54].

5.3. Publication of Definite Changed Map Information.
'ere are several representatives constructed from each
cluster, as shown in Figure 12(c). To publish the updated
map information to the base map, there are several pro-
cesses. First, the numbers of map change voxels in the
clusters are compared, as shown in Figure 13. As a result, the
representative normal distribution with the maximum
number of merged map change voxels is selected as the final
map candidate to be updated. Secondly, validation based on
the ratio of uploaded information is evaluated. 'e ratio of
the number of merged voxels to the number of information
uploads must be higher than the configured parameter
ξupdate in Figure 13(b) to update the base map. 'e final
process is a comparison of the final map candidate with the
base map. 'e voxel in the base map and the voxel in the
final map candidate are compared based on the similarity
dmap,candidate in (13), as shown in Figure 13. When the
similarity is larger than dupdate, as shown in Figure 13(b), the
map candidate is published to the base map.

6. Simulations

6.1. Simulation Environments. To evaluate the map update
framework, the environments with large changes such as
construction sites are required. 'e site must also make the
high-precision GNSS/INS information provide the precise
position without any noises due to evaluation of robust
localization in changing environments. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to find the sites to satisfy both conditions for
evaluation in practice.'erefore, the map update framework
was evaluated in the simulations to construct the changing
environments.

'e simulation environments consisted of virtual per-
ception data and real data measured by a test vehicle.'e test
vehicle installed with on-board sensors (yaw rate and wheel
speed sensors), a low-cost GNSS receiver within 2.5m po-
sitioning errors (U-Blox EVK-6T), and a high-precision
GNSS/INS within 0.01m positioning errors (OXTS RT3002)
acquired the vehicle motion and positioning data as real
data. 'e motion and positioning information measured by
the on-board sensors and the low-cost GNSS receiver was
used as input data of a vehicle part performing the map
change detection algorithm in the proposed framework. In
order to construct virtual perception data, an in-house Li-
DAR simulator generated some point cloud measurements
based on a ray-casting approach from the vehicle pose to the
virtually modeled environments. 'e positioning informa-
tion measured by the high-precision GNSS was used as the
ground truth of the vehicle pose to construct the LiDAR
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measurements. As shown in Figure 14(a), the base GND
map was constructed by the simulated LiDAR measure-
ments along with the vehicle poses. In order to simulate the
changing environments, the virtually modeled environ-
ments were modified by manual editing including adding/
removing/transforming some objects. Accordingly, the
editing of the environments provided the changed GND
map after environment changes in Figure 14(b).

In the simulator, the LiDAR measurements were
modeled considering the LiDAR specifications such as
the number of layers, the horizontal resolution, and the
vertical resolution. In order to simulate the crowd-
sourcing information measured from various vehicles,
various sensor configurations including Velodyne VLP-
16, HDL-32E, and HDL-64E, Robosense RS-LiDAR-16,
RS-LiDAR-32, and Valeo Scala were applied in the
simulations. For evaluating the accuracy of the GND map
updated by the proposed framework, the simulations
were accomplished in a local computer without a cloud
computing system.

6.2. Robust Localization in Map-Changing Environments.
For detecting map changes in the GND map, the exact pose
of the vehicle is very important. In order to estimate the
vehicle pose in changing environments, we applied a hier-
archical algorithm [44, 55]. In the first process of the hi-
erarchical architecture, a submap, which models the present
environments in real-time, is constructed based on the
Graph SLAM algorithm. Since the submap plays a role as a
single LiDAR measurement measured from larger areas by
summing continuously sequential measurements, the per-
formance of the map matching in the second process of the
hierarchical architecture can be robust in changing envi-
ronments. Since our previous work [44] evaluated the
performance of the algorithm in the PCD map only, we
evaluated the performance of the localization with the
submap approach in the GND map. To estimate the precise
pose, we applied a Graph SLAM algorithm because the
algorithm generally provides better performances than the
Kalman filter algorithm and themap update does not require
real-time processing.
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Figure 13: Publication of map changes into the base map.
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Figure 15 shows the localization performances of the
general Graph SLAM algorithm and the Graph SLAM with
the submap concept through errors to the longitudinal,
lateral, and heading directions. 'e errors were evaluated by
the ground truth of the vehicle pose measured by the high-
precision GNSS/INS. 'e differences between the GND
maps as shown in circles (1)–(3) of Figure 14 are represented
from 9 to 17 seconds in Figure 15. 'e hierarchical Graph
SLAM algorithm with the submap concept had better
performances than the general Graph SLAM algorithm
without the submap concept because a matching ratio,
which represents the ratio of matched regions over the
measurements in the map-matching process, was higher by
the submap.

To judge whether the localization can be used in the map
update framework or not, localization performances were
validated through localization requirements for autonomous
driving proposed by Ford [56]. 'e Ford localization re-
quirements consist of two criteria in three directions:
maximum error boundary and 95% error boundary. In order
to satisfy the maximum error boundary criterion, the lon-
gitudinal, lateral, and heading errors have to be located
within the 0.44m, 0.44m, and 0.50° represented by yellow
rectangles of Figure 15, respectively. On the other hand, to
satisfy the 95% error boundary, the longitudinal, lateral, and
heading errors, located in 95% error position from ascending
ordering arrays, must be lower than the 0.15m, 0.15m, and
0.17° represented by green rectangles of Figure 15,
respectively.

'e maximum and 95% errors to the longitudinal, lat-
eral, and heading directions from the general Graph SLAM
and the hierarchical Graph SLAM are represented in Table 2.
If the criterion is satisfied, the blank of the table is filled with
the green color. Otherwise, the black is filled with the red
color. Since the general Graph SLAM without the submap
concept cannot satisfy the lateral and heading requirements,
the algorithm cannot be used to the map update framework.
On the other hand, the hierarchical Graph SLAM with the
submap concept can be used to the map update framework
because all criteria in Ford requirements are satisfied.

6.3. Map Change Detection and Map Update. 'e proposed
map change detection algorithm can detect map changes
from the base GND map using the relationship between the
map and the measurements. 'e map changes, which are
estimated as change states including new, modified, and

deleted classes, are uploaded to the map cloud server. 'e
map change information makes the changed map infor-
mation be inferred as shown in Figure 16(a). 'e new,
modified, and deleted classes are represented as red, yellow,
and green ellipsoids, respectively. 'e normal class, repre-
sented by blue ellipsoids, is not uploaded to the map cloud
server. 'e uploaded crowd-sourced map changes, detected
by crowd-sourcing vehicles, are merged into the represen-
tative map changes through the map update algorithm in the
proposed framework. As a result, the updated map can be
represented in Figure 16(b). In order to validate the per-
formance, the ground truth of map changes are represented
in Figure 16(c), which is constructed by comparing the
previous GND map (a) and the present GND map (b) of
Figure 15.

By comparing with the ground truth of map changes,
the performances of proposed algorithms are represented
in confusion matrices, which are generally used to eval-
uate a classification problem, as shown in Table 3. 'e
confusion matrices to represent performances of map
changes include five map change classes: normal, new,
modified, deleted, and empty. Since the outputs of the
algorithm are compared with the ground truth of map
changes, higher diagonal values mean better perfor-
mances. Table 3 includes three confusion matrices,
comparisons with (1) the base map, (2) results of map
change detection, and (3) results of map update. 'e first
one represents the confusion matrix compared with the
base map without map change consideration, as shown in
Figure 15(a). Since the base map has been not updated,
there is no prediction for map changes (new,modified, and
deleted) in the confusion matrix. 'e second one means
the confusion matrix compared with the map inferred by
the map change detection based on single driving, as
shown in Figure 16(a). Although map changes can be de-
tected, some errors still occur due to two reasons.'e parked
vehicles cause the inaccurate estimate from the true empty
class to the predicted new class. Also, occlusion regions by
parked vehicles cause misclassification from the true deleted
class to the predicted normal class. 'e third one is the
confusion matrix compared with the map updated by the
map change update, as shown in Figure 16(b). 'e errors
caused in the second confusion matrix are reduced to zero
based on the crowd-sourcing measurements.

F1 � 2 ×
precision × recall
precision + recall

. (18)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(a)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(b)

Figure 14: GND maps (a) before environment changes and (b) after environment changes. 'e circles (1)–(3) indicate the differences
between two maps.
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Table 2: Table of robust localization performance in simulations.

Experiments
Longitudinal (m) Lateral (m) Heading (°)

95%: 0.15 Max: 0.44 95%: 0.15 Max: 0.44 95%: 0.17 Max: 0.5
Without submap 0.08412 0.2002 0.30124 1.4518 1.1388 6.2191
With submap 0.031013 0.054553 0.012499 0.030573 0.052715 0.094034
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Figure 15: Performance of robust localization in map-changing simulations.
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Figure 16: Map change information (a) detected by the map change detection algorithm based on single driving, (b) updated by the
proposed framework based on crowd-sourced data, and (c) representing ground truth information.
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To evaluate the overall performance based on a unit
index, we adopt the F1-score (18). 'e F1-score is widely
used in the situation that the number of voxels in each class
is not balanced (i.e., empty ≫ normal ≫ new, modified,
deleted). 'e F1-score by the base map, results of map
change detection, and results of map update are represented
to 37.36%, 88.05%, and 99.62%, respectively.

Figure 17 represents the effects of the number of vehicles
to join the map update. 'e blue line of Figure 17 means the
F1-score by the base map. 'e yellow line represents the F1-
score by results of the map change detection based on single
driving. 'e green line represents the results of the map
update based on the number of crowd-sourcing vehicles.
More crowd-sourcing vehicles construct a more precise map
by considering more map change information, and the
performance of the map update is saturated after 9 vehicles.

7. Experiments

7.1. Experimental Environments. 'e test vehicle, used in the
simulations, was also used in the experiments. Differently
with the usage of the virtual perception sensors in simu-
lations, the experiments used two real LiDAR sensors
(Velodyne VLP-16). Although two LiDAR sensors were used
to construct the base map, only one LiDAR sensor was used
to update the map information based on the proposed
system. 'e high-precision GNSS/INS information was not
used for the proposed system but used for the base map
construction and ground truth positioning. 'e low-cost
GNSS was only used to solve the kidnapped problem for
localization.

As the paper said in Section 6.1, there were two re-
quirements from a test site for evaluation of the proposed
map update system. In order to evaluate the map update
system, the environment must be changed from the base
map. In addition, to use the high-precision GNSS/INS as
ground truth information, the quality of the GNSS must
be good in the test site. 'e chosen place that met the
requirements was Wangsimni-ro in Korea, as shown in
Figure 18. In the test site, the test vehicle was driven to
construct the base map on August 1, 2019. Next, the test
vehicle was driven 38 times on the same road to update the
base map on October 12, 2019.

'e raw PCD map was constructed by accumulating
point clouds measured by two LiDAR sensors based on the
trajectory of the ego-vehicle measured by high-precision
GNSS/INS. To convert the PCD map to the GND map, the
points in the PCDmap were allocated to each voxel with 1m
basic size. Based on the points, the normal distribution in
each voxel could be constructed to form the GND map
structure.

7.2. Robust Localization in Map-Changing Environment.
'e real environment confronts the changes of the road over
time, such as the construction site, growing trees, and parked
vehicles. Accordingly, it is essential to estimate the precise
pose considering the map-changing situations. To reflect the
map-changing environments, postprocessing localization

based on hierarchical Graph SLAM with the submap con-
cept is applied [44].

To evaluate variations regarding the submap, the errors
of localization algorithms without the submap and with the
submap are shown in Figure 19. 'e brown and red lines
represent the localization performance without and with the
submap, respectively. 'e yellow and green rectangles in
Figure 19 represent the maximum and 95% error boundaries
for the localization requirements, respectively. As shown in
Figure 19, the notable environment changes occur from 20
to 31 seconds.

Localization without the submap has particularly vary-
ing errors in the partial map changes because incorrect map-
matching constraints can be constructed by mismatching
between the LiDAR measurements and the unmodified
GND map. Although precise accuracy of localization is
essential for map change detection that meets the locali-
zation requirements, the general Graph SLAM without the
submap does not satisfy the requirements. To relieve the
LiDAR mismatching between measurements and the GND
map, the hierarchical Graph SLAM algorithm is applied with
the submap concept. After applying hierarchical Graph
SLAM, localization error can be reduced.'emaximum and
95% errors are represented in Table 4.

'e 95%/maximum errors of hierarchical Graph SLAM
to the longitudinal and lateral directions are 0.1478/
0.19742m and 0.13104/0.20154m, respectively. Since the
errors are located within 0.15/0.44m, the localization with
the submap can satisfy the localization requirements. In
addition, the 0.14799/0.2351° of 95%/maximum heading
errors satisfy the localization requirements. 'erefore, the
robust localization algorithm based on hierarchical SLAM
with the submap meets the requirements for localization,
and it means that the localization algorithm can be used for
the proposed framework.

7.3. Map Change Detection in GND Map Structure. 'e
proposed map change detection and map update processes
were evaluated in real environments. Different from sim-
ulations, the real environments, which have more noise, can

99.62 %
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Map update
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Figure 17: F1-scores by the number of crowd-sourcing vehicles in
simulations.
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generate more positioning errors in the robust localization
process. Especially, the rotation errors can affect the per-
formance of the map change detection and the map update
processes rather than the translation errors. In order to
relieve effects of rotation errors, the map change detection is
performed within 50m from the ego-vehicle. 'e results
based on the map change detection and the map update are
represented in Figures 20(a) and 20(b). Figure 20(c) rep-
resents the ground truth of map changes constructing by
comparison between the previous GNDmap and the present
GND map.

'e performances of proposed algorithms are evaluated
using the confusion matrices compared with the ground
truth of map changes (Figure 20(c)), as shown in Table 5.'e
evaluation was performed in the region from the ground to a
height of 1.5m because most of the changes are in that
region. 'e first confusion matrix represents the results of

comparison with the base map. Because the base map does
not have any map change information, the precision rates
and the recall rates related with the map change classes (new,
modified, and deleted) were set to 0. 'erefore, the F1-score
based on the base map was 37.36%, which is a very low value.
'e second confusion matrix means the results of the map
inferred by the map change detection based on single
driving, as shown in Figure 20(a). 'e F1-score of map
change detection was 78.34%. 'ere are several reasons for
degrading the accuracy of the map change detection algo-
rithm. First, the precision rate of the new class is 35.92%
because the dynamic points that are misclassified as static are
propagated to the new class, as shown in the circles of
Figure 20(a). Secondly, the precision rate of the modified
class is 25.37% because the true normal class is misclassified
as modified class. Because low precision rate is caused by
incorrectly constructed new normal distributions in the map

Table 4: Table of robust localization performance in experiments.

Experiments
Longitudinal (m) Lateral (m) Heading (°)

95%: 0.15 Max: 0.44 95%: 0.15 Max: 0.44 95%: 0.17 Max: 0.5
Without submap 0.2299 0.36875 0.28506 0.66626 0.41892 0.94196
With submap 0.1478 0.19742 0.13104 0.20154 0.14799 0.2351

Normal
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Deleted

(a)

Normal
New

Modified
Deleted

(b)

Normal
New

Modified
Deleted

(c)

Figure 20: Map change information (a) detected by the map change detection algorithm based on single driving, (b) updated by the
proposed framework based on crowd-sourced data, and (c) representing ground truth information.
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change detection process, the misclassification can be
overcome after the crowd-sourced data-based evaluation
process in the map cloud server. 'e third reason is the
83.7% precision rate of the deleted class, which is low. 'is
means that the normal states in the previous base map are
incorrectly removed. 'e misclassified voxels can be over-
come by applying the change ratio ξupdate to the merging
process.

Based on the crowd-sourcing detection, the confusion
matrix, representing the results of the map update based on
crowd-sourcing detection (Figure 20(b)), made the F1-score
be 92.8%. 'e precision rate of the new class increases
dramatically from 32.92% to 85.67% due to the merging
process in themap update. Similarly, the precision rate of the
modified class compared with the precision rate of the map
change detection algorithm increases from 25.37% to
80.95%. Because the class predicted as modified by the map
change detection algorithm is compared with each other,
only clear voxels remain. 'e precision rate of the deleted
class also increases from 83.7% to 99.61%.

7.4. Comparison with the PCD Map Update. In order to
compare the performance of the GND map update over the
other approach, the framework of the PCD map update
based on crowd-sourcing detection was used [44]. 'e PCD
map, used for constructing the base GND map, was used as
the base map. 'e changed information can be detected by
the ray-casting approach in each vehicle. 'e detected map
changes, which were composed of only changed points (new
and deleted points), were uploaded to the map cloud server.
Using the map change information, the PCDmap was finally
updated, as shown in Figure 21(a). For the fair evaluation,
the same indicator, F1-score based on comparison of normal
distributions, was used. Accordingly, the updated PCD map
was converted to the updated GND map, as shown in
Figure 21(b). 'e updated GND map was evaluated by
comparing with the ground truth of map changes
(Figure 20(c)).

Figure 22 shows the results of the PCD map update and
the GND map update. 'e blue line represents the F1-score
by the base map.'e F1-scores of the base PCDmap and the
base GND map are the same. 'e yellow and green lines

represent the F1-scores from the map change detection and
the map update based on the GND map. On the other hand,
the orange and purple lines represent the F1-score detected
by the map change detection and the map update based on
the PCD map. In using single driving data, the F1-score
based on PCDmap update is higher than the F1-score based
on the GND map update because the ray-casting based on
the PCD map can check the changes more in detail than the
ray-casting based on the GND map. Although the degra-
dation of the change detection based on the single driving
data, the results of the map update were similar to each other
after 16 vehicles due to the crowd-sourcing data.

7.5. Traffic of Wireless Network Communications. 'e
uploaded size is dramatically reduced by 96.06% in the
proposed framework.

'e analysis of the traffic of the wireless networks is
represented in Figure 23. 'e blue, orange, yellow lines in
Figure 23 mean the data size which can be transmitted
during the vehicle driving through average speeds of 3G, 4G,
and 5G wireless networks in Korea. 'e purple and green
lines in Figure 23(a) show the downloaded sizes of the PCD

Normal
New
Deleted

(a)

Normal
New

Modified
Deleted

(b)

Figure 21:'e framework of PCDmap update constructed (a) the updated PCDmap.'emapwas converted to (b) the updated GNDmap.
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Figure 22: F1-scores by the number of crowd-sourcing vehicles in
experiments.
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map and the GNDmap during the vehicle driving.While the
downloaded PCD map size was 19.37MB, the downloaded
GND map size is 3.36MB, due to the compression based on
the normal distributions. 'e map size was compressed by
82.6% using the GNDmap. Since the green line for the GND
map is always lower than the blue line of the 3G wireless
network, the 3G network can be used for downloading the
GND map. 'e purple and green lines in Figure 23(b)
represent the uploaded size of map changes based on the
PCDmap and the GNDmap during the vehicle driving. 'e
sky-colored line represents all measurement data (in-vehicle
sensors, the low-cost GNSS, and the LiDAR measurements)
used to update the map changes similar to the conventional
camera-based map update approaches. 'e size of uploaded
PCDmap changes, which were composed of new and deleted
points, was 2.06MB, which was lower than all measure-
ments. In the map change uploading, the adaptation of
normal distributions with new, modified and deleted classes
dramatically reduced 2.06MB to 0.11MB. A similar ten-
dency was represented in Figure 23(c), which shows the total
uploaded data from crowd-sourcing vehicles. While the data

size for uploading all measurements and PCD map changes
were used until 1713MB and 89.24MB during driving of 38
vehicles, the proposed framework used only 3.511MB.
Compared with the PCD map update framework, the
uploaded size is dramatically reduced by 96.06% in the
proposed framework.

7.6. Localization Performance after Map Update. 'e final
goal of the GND map update is to perform precise online
localization by keeping the GND map up-to-date. To
evaluate the online localization performance, two data are
compared, as shown in Figure 24. 'e brown line is the
same as the brown line in Figure 19. Online localization
with the previous map cannot satisfy the localization
requirements. On the other hand, the red line represents
the online localization performance based on the
matching with the GND map after the map update. 'e
results of localization before and after the map update
were reinterpreted as Table 6. 'e maximum longitudinal
and lateral errors were 0.17868m and 0.20133m,
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Figure 23: Traffic of wireless networks about (a) downloading the base map, (b) uploading map changes from a single vehicle, and (c)
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respectively, which were within the maximum boundary
of 0.44m. 'e maximum heading error was 0.20966°,
which was within the maximum boundary of 0.5°. In
addition, the longitudinal, lateral, and heading 95% errors
were 0.11053m, 0.14431m, and 0.20966°, respectively.
Since the online localization algorithm with the updated
map can satisfy the localization requirements, the local-
ization based on the proposed framework can be used for
autonomous driving.

8. Conclusion

'ere are some problems that LiDAR-based localization has
a critical issue to be solved in order to realize autonomous
driving in the future. Since LiDAR-based localization uses
the LiDAR map modeling static environments, it can be
fragile by the environment changes of static information
(i.e., parked vehicle and construction site). Accordingly, it is
essential for changes in the real environment to be peri-
odically updated in the LiDAR map for minimization of the
difference between the environment and the LiDAR map.
However, it is difficult to apply directly to the periodic
update because the LiDAR map is too large to be down-
loaded or uploaded.

In order to solve the problems, the paper proposed the
GNDmap update framework based on crowd-sourcing data.

'e proposed framework consists of five steps: downloading,
robust localization, change detection, uploading, and map
update. 'e main contributions of the proposed framework
are summarized as follows:

(1) 'e paper proposed a GND map update frame-
work based on crowd-sourcing detection. Based on
the framework, the LiDAR map can be kept up-to-
date to support the localization for autonomous
driving. While the performance of the proposed
framework is similar to the performance of the
state-of-the-art framework based on crowd-
sourcing data [44], the data size transmitted in the
proposed framework is dramatically reduced by
82.6% in the downloading process and 96.06% in
the uploading process. Using the updated map, the
online LiDAR localization was successfully per-
formed in changing environments.

(2) 'e proposed change detection algorithm finds the
probability that the environments are changed based
on the relationship between the normal distribution
and the LiDAR measurements. Accumulation of
change information based on the evidence approach
detects the deterministic map changes to be uploa-
ded into the map server. Since the only map changes
(new,modified, and deleted normal distributions) are
uploaded into the map server, the uploaded data size
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Figure 24: Online localization performance after GND map update.

Table 6: Table of localization performance before and after map update.

Experiments
Longitudinal (m) Lateral (m) Heading (°)

95%: 0.15 Max: 0.44 95%: 0.15 Max: 0.44 95%: 0.17 Max: 0.5
Before map update 0.2299 0.36875 0.28506 0.66626 0.41892 0.94196
After map update 0.11053 0.17868 0.14431 0.20133 0.13136 0.20966
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is reduced than the data size of uploading the
changed points.

(3) 'e proposed map merging algorithm detects the
representative map changes from the crowd-sourc-
ing change information through a DBSCAN algo-
rithm based on the proposed normal-distribution
similarity. 'e representative map changes can up-
date the GNDmap in themap server by replacing the
changing parts.

'is framework keeps map information up-to-date
without the additional costs generated by professional
mapping vehicles with mobile mapping systems. In addition,
the map update framework reduced the wireless network
burdens dramatically. Despite these innovations, there are
some limitations that should be resolved as future works.
First, the data size to update the map based on a camera
(10 kB/km) is still less than the uploaded data size of the
GND map changes (56.32 kB/km). To compress the size of
the GND map more, the authors plan to research the GND
map compression based on the deep learning approach.
Second, the map update framework does not consider the
semantic segmentation information of point clouds
researched in deep learning fields. To improve the perfor-
mance of the map update framework, the authors plan to
research a map update approach considering the semantic
information.
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